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Main features of standard layout:    
 4 steps 

 width: 800 mm  

 hot dip galvanized anti slip grate   -  

 equipped with anti fall safety cage  -   

 balancing with self developed spring cylinders  -    
 automatic closing pedal in closed position     

 carbon steel with chemical resistant basic and cover painting        

 stainless steel layout  
 end position switch-  

 chain locking device  

 extra size safety cage-   

The security  folding stairs of Direct Line Ltd.   -   

are certified according to the basic health and        
safety standards  certification formulated in the    

International Directive 2006/42/EC.  

DL Folding stairs-  DL Folding stairs-  

CH BL 800- -CH BL 800- -

DL folding stairs developed and-     
manufactured by Direct Line Ltd. have a  -     

lightweight structure and fully comply with      

European safety regulations.  

 3, 4 or  5 step  layout
 manual operation
 hydro pneumatic- operation 

 fixable hydro pneumatic -  

operation
 model sliding to the side   
 unique solutions (eg. width)   
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Besides standard DL Folding stairs we also undertake the  -       

production of unique folding stairs! Contact our experts!       
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Safe and comfortable operation!   Safe and comfortable operation!   

 minimizing of necessary human effort    
 increased operational comfort  

 appropriate damping in end positions of movement      

 pneumatic cylinder, stainless steel tanks    

 up and down movement with joystick     

Fixable Fixable 
inin

FixableFixable

layoutlayout

 self developed balancing solution-   

 optimized and mechanically dimensioned   
 safer, larger range of motion    

 built out of interchangeable elements    

 fine tuning-
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